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In this note a criterion for 5-subnormality is obtained, inspired by a subnor- 
mality criterion proposed by H. Wielandt (see Theorem 3 in Math. 2. 138 (1974), 
199-203). 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The following criterion for subnormality was obtained by Wielandt in 
[S, Theorem 33: 
THEOREM 1.1. For a subgroup H of a finite group the following con- 
ditions are pairwise equivalent: 
(a) H is subnormal in G; 
(b) H is subnormal in {H, g}, for every g E G; 
(c f H is subnormal in ( H, Hg ), for every g E G; 
(d) from gEG and gc (H, Hg), it follows ge H. 
This result hangs strongly on the following: 
DEFINITION [5, Definition 43. A subgroup H of a finite group G has the 
pro~rty ~with respect to G, denoted H f G, if H is not subnormal in G but 
from H d X-c 6, it follows that H is subnormal in X. 
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THEOREM 1.2 [S, Theorem 51. For a subgroup H of a finite group G the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) HfG; 
(b) 1. there is a unique maximal subgroup M in G containing H; 
2. H is subnormal in M; 
3. from g E G \ M, it follows ( H, Hg ) = G. 
Theorem 1.1 can be improved in the following way: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Given a subgroup H of a finite group G the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) H is subnormal in G; 
(b) fromgEGandgE(H,Hg)“Y, itfollowsgEH. 
(JV denotes the class of nilpotent groups, and for a finite group G and 
any formation 9, G 9F is the F-residual of G, i.e., the smallest normal 
subgroup of G with factor group an F-group.) 
Proof If H is not subnormal in G but satisfies (b), it is clear by 
minimal counterexample, that H is subnormal in X, for every subgroup X 
such that H < X < G. Thus Theorem 1.2 implies that H lies in exactly one 
maximal subgroup M of G and G = (H, Hg), if gE G\M. For such an 
element g, from g E G”, it would follow by hypothesis that g E H < M, a 
contradiction. Therefore (G\M) n G -y = 0, that is GM < M. So M du G, 
and evidently H 44 G, which is a contradiction to our choice of G, then 
H 44 G holds. 
The converse follows from Theorem 1.1. 
Inspired by this result we ask ourselves if an analogous criterion holds 
for 9-subnormality, with 8 any formation. In this note a satisfactory 
answer is obtained for finite soluble groups and local formations 
(Theorem 3.1). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Henceforth all groups are assumed to be finite and soluble, and 9 
denotes a formation locally defined by the formation function f; i.e., 
9 = &, YPj YP f(p). The following basic assumption is made about the 
function j each formation f(p) is non-empty, integrated, and subgroup- 
closed. (For reference, see [ 11.) 
Given a group G a complement basis C of G is a set of Hall p’-subgroups 
of G, for each prime p. The following definitions and results are taken from 
c2, 31. 
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Corresponding to the complement basis C = (S,.} of G, the F-basis of G 
is the collection F(Z) = {S,, n Gp} of subgroups of G, where for each 
prime p, GP denotes the &)-residual of G. Now all F-basis of G are 
conjugate in G, because all complement basis of G are conjugate in G [l]. 
Note that if H is a subgroup of G, then HP < GP, becausef(p) is subgroup- 
closed. The F-basis 9(C) reduces into H if {S,, n HP} = {S,. n GP n HP} 
is an %-basis of H. Then, denote 9(C) n H= (S,, n HP}. From [2, 
Lemma 2.21 it is known. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. There always exists at least one F-basis of G reducing 
into H, and any Y-basis F(r) of H extends to some F-basis F(C) of G, in 
the sence that F(Z) n H = F(f). 
Given an F-basis 9(C) of G reducing into H, the p-reducer of H in G 
is defined to be the subgroup R,(H, 9) = (XE G/9(Z)” reduces into H). 
Given a subgroup H of G, an H-composition series of G is a series { 1 } = 
G,<G,-,< . ..<G.<G,=GinwhicheachsubgroupG,,i=l,...,n,isa 
maximal H-invariant normal subgroup of Gip r. The factor groups Gj- t/G, 
are referred to as the H-composition factors of G. The H-composition 
factors of G are elementary abelian groups. The factor Gip r/G, is F-central 
with respect to H if ;4,(G,_ ,/GJ, the automorphism group induced by H 
on Gi_ ,/Gi, belongs to the formation f(p), where Gi- r/G, is an elementary 
abelian p-group. 
DEFINITIONS. A maximal subgroup M of G, of index a power of the 
prime p in G, is called F-normal in G if M/KE f(p), where K= coreo(A4). 
A subgroup H of G is called 9-subnormal in G if every link in some 
maximal chain joining H to G is Y-normal. 
REMARK 2.2. Since the formations {f(p)} locally defining 9 are 
assumed to be integrated it is clear that such a subgroup M is F-normal in 
G if and only if G/KE 9. 
Notice that from this remark the definitions of F-normal and F-sub- 
normal subgroups are independent of the formation function f chosen to 
define 9 locally. 
In [4] the following is proved 
PROPOSITION 2.3. H is an F-subnormal subgroup in G if and only if 
every R-basis of G reduces into H. 
By Propositions 2.1 and 2.3, it follows 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let H < L < G. Zf H is S-subnormal in G, then H is 
F-subnormal in L. 
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Likewise the following definition and result from [3] will be needed 
later: 
DEFINITION. Suppose that H < K < G. Then K is an 8-subnormalizer of 
H in G if 
(i) H is F-subnormal in K, and 
(ii) whenever H is F-subnormal in a subgroup L of G, then L is 
contained in K. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For a subgroup H of G the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) H is 9-subnormal in R,(H, 9); 
(ii) R,(H, 9) covers every H-composition factor of G which is either 
F-central with respect to H or covered by H, and avoids the rest. 
Furthermore, geither of these conditions, (i) or (ii), ho&, then Ro(H, 9) 
is the 9-subnormalizer of H in G. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 3.1. For a subgroup. H of a group G the following conditions 
are pairwise equivalent : 
(a) H is %=-subnormal in G; 
(b) H is F-subnormal in (H, x), for every x E G; 
(c) H is F-subnormal in (H, H”), for every x E G; 
(d) from~EGandxE(H,H”)~, itfollowsxEH. 
Proof Assume that G is a group of least order which contains a sub- 
group H satisfying the condition (d) in the theorem but not being s-sub- 
normal in G. Then H is F-subnormal in X, for any subgroup X such 
that H <Xc G. Suppose that there exists a maximal subgroup M in G 
containing H and GF. Then, from Remark 2.2, M is F-normal in G and 
since H is F-subnormal in M, it follows that also H is F-subnormal in G, 
a contradiction. Therefore it is G = HG9. 
Set R = R&H; 9) and assume R < G. So His F-subnormal in R and by 
Proposition 2.5, R is the F-subnormalizer of H in G, and R covers every 
H-composition factor of G which is either F-central with respect to H or 
covered by H, and avoids the rest. In particular R is the unique maximal 
subgroup in G which contains H, and clearly G = RG”. 
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If xEG9+, then either (H, H”) = G or (H, H”) < R. In the first case it 
follows G= H(H, H.‘)F. In particular x = ht, for some h E H and 
t E (H, H-‘),* = (H, H’)y. But from hypothesis t E H and of course x E H. 
Hence G = (H, H”) = H, a contradiction. Therefore for all x E GS it must 
be [H, x] = ( [h, x J/h E H) < (H, H-“) Q R. Thus [G”, H] < R. Moreover 
since G = RGS, it is [G”, H] Q G.F. 
Refine the H-series 1 _a [GY, H] 4 G9 a G to an H-composition series 
19 . . . 9 [G”, H] = To Ed T, CI . . . (I T, = GS g . . g G, 
Every H-composition factor Ti+ JTi, for every i = 0, . . . . r - 1, is covered 
by R, because it is centralized by H and so it is F-central with respect to 
H. Consequently G” <R and this is a contradiction to R < G. 
Hence R = G. If every H-composition factor of G were either S-central 
with respect to H or covered by H, then again by Proposition 2.5 we 
would get that H is F-subnormal in R, and this would be the final 
contradiction. Therefore it is enough to prove that every H-composition 
factor of G is either F-central with respect to H or covered by H. 
If H < M< G, then H is 9-subnormal in M and thus it is clear by 
Proposition 2.3 that R,(H; 9) = M. Now Proposition 2.5 implies that 
every H-composition factor of M is either s-central with respect to H or 
covered by H. Suppose that this is not true for G. 
Let 1 =NOaN, 4 .ff 4 N, = G be an H-composition series of G and let 
Ni+ JN, be the first H-composition factor which is neither F-central with 
respect to H nor covered by H. From above it follows that G = HN,+ 1. 
Now let x E Nj+ ,\H. If (H, H”) = G, then x E H is obtained following 
an abovementioned argument, and this is again a contradiction. Hence for 
such an element x it must be (H, HX) < G. 
In addition, it holds that either (H, H”) n Ni+ ,6 Ni or 
((H, H”)nN;+,)N;=Ni+,. 
In the first case [H, x] < (H, H”) n N- ,+ , < Ni. Suppose that for every 
element XE Ni+ l\H it follows that (H, H”) n Ni+, < Ni, and then 
[H, x] < Ni. Analogously, it is clear that either (Hn Ni+ l)Ni= N,, , or 
HnNi+ 1 d Ni. But the first case is not possible because Nj+ i/N, is not 
covered by H. Therefore if x E H n Ni+ i , also we obtain that 
[H,x]<HnN,+,<Ni. Thus [H,Ni+,]<Ni, that is N,+,/N, is 
centralized by H and evidently it is Y-central with respect to H, a contra- 
diction. 
This implies that it must exist an element XE Ni+ l\H such that Ni+, = 
((H, H”) n Ni+ ,)Ni. Set K= (H, H”). 
Now Ni+ i/N,Z (Kn Ni+ ,)/(Kn Ni), and then (Kn Ni+ ,)/(Kn Ni) is an 
H-composition factor of K, which is a proper subgroup of G. Therefore 
(Kn Ni+ , )/(Kn Ni) is either F-central with respect to H or covered by H, 
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and consequently Ni+ JN, also verifies the same property, a contradiction 
which concludes this part. 
From Proposition 2.4 it is clear that (a) implies (b) and (b) implies (c). 
Assume now that condition (c) holds and the existence of an element 
g E G such that g E (H, Hg)S, but g 4 H. Thus there exists a maximal series 
H=H,<H,< ... <H,p,<H,=(H,Hg), with n> 1, 
such that Hi is F-normal in Hi+ 1, for every i = 0, . . . . n - 1. In particular, 
because of Remark 2.2, it is Ha < H,- i. Thus, H, = (H, g) < H,- 1, a 
contradiction which completes the proof of the theorem. 
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